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Title: Estimating Deaths Due to Infections in Eastern Indonesia and the Key Determinants of Death as an 

Outcome of Acute Febrile Illnesses, Malaria in Particular 
 
Summary 
Malaria research communities concur that information concerning malaria-related death is too scarce and 
unreliable for credible estimates of numbers and the key determinants of fatal malaria [1]. Most deaths occur 
beyond the reach of health facilities and without medical attention. The symptoms of malaria and its severe 
manifestations are not specific with fatalities often confused with other life-threatening fevers [2]. In 2015, the 
Indonesian Ministry of Health reported 400 malaria deaths, whilst the World Health Organization (WHO) 
estimated 5,000.  The Indonesian Institute of Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) estimated 12,000 malaria 
deaths/year based on household health surveys [3]. These discrepancies demonstrate great uncertainty 
impairing robust surveillance and reporting at both national and global levels [4]. Inadequate civil registration 
and death certification have resulted in inaccurate causes of death (COD) numbers, particularly in poor, isolated 
areas [5]. This PhD aims to estimate number of likely malaria deaths and to discern key risk factors linked to fatal 
outcomes in rural, isolated, and impoverished eastern Indonesia. Reliable information on level and cause of 
malaria mortality build a solid evidence base for preventive measures, malaria diagnosis, and affordable access 
to effective antimalarial drugs.  

We will narrow the research to the heavily malarious Alor District in West Timor in eastern Indonesia. 
An ethnographic approach will be employed to recruit selected households who lost family members and a total 
of 800 randomly selected households will be surveyed. We will ascertain the number of family members who 
died before the age of 60 due to an acute febrile illness as a means of estimating mortality due to infectious 
diseases, and carefully document the demographics of that mortality. No effort will be taken to confirm a 
diagnosis of malaria, but if such confirmation of that illness or another is indeed available, it will be recorded. 
We will then seek to record likely key factors linked to mortality with acute febrile illness, namely: health seeking 
behaviour, access to healthcare, quality of care accessed, etc. [6]. In parallel, we will conduct a simple verbal 
autopsy procedure designed to assign a probability of death to an infectious agent generally, and malaria 
specifically, weighted by records of confirmed malaria case incidence versus other endemic infections [5, 7]. We 
approach this task understanding that, unlike malaria, other infections may not be so readily diagnosed. To 
mitigate that uncertainty, we will undertake to ascertain causes of death (COD) derived from available 
hospitalized patient records within health centres serving each respective area. Further, two independent and 
trained physicians will review the records of each hospitalized patient meeting specific inclusion criteria (acute & 
febrile illness without other obvious chronic or non-infectious morbidity involved. According to their clinical 
judgement, COD will be classified as immediate, underlying or contributory causes and assign to an International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) [7]. 
 
Potential Start date:  Jan, 2018 
Duration:   4 years 
Locations:   EOUCRU (Jakarta, Indonesia), research sites (Indonesia) and Oxford (UK)  
Supervisors:  Kevin Baird (EOUCRU, Indonesia), Adrian D. Smith and Philip Kreager (Oxford, UK) 
 
Skills required in the candidate 

• Advanced epidemiology 
• Ethnography, community and qualitative analysis 
• Data management and statistical analysis 
• Writing scientific papers  
• Communicating scientific findings 
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